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PRODUCTS

The Pro-Shooter is just one of those games I am sure most Boys and 
Girls will love even the big ones.
The Pro-Shooter comes complete with a pistol that looks like a scaled to 
size 1911 colt.  The Pro-Shooter utilizes a built in infrared laser which 
gives you one split second shot of light for each pull of the trigger.
The Pro-Shooter is all about playing safe with all the fun with no harm 
done. The Pro Shooter comes into it’s own in the night, you can shoot 
these soldiers and targets down from a distance of 50m.
Our newest arrival is the Pump action Shot gun, we call it Clay Shooter. 
It is small scale and suitable for the younger shooters of the future.
 
The Pro-Shooter is available for $40 at www.leisuretimeimports.com.au
It’s one of those things the kids and big kids will love.

The Stag features a unique grip that 
resembles the curves and contours of the 
terrain you hunt.  Wet, dry or dirty this new 
handle design will always give you a solid 
grip.

Features Include:
- 6 additional stainless steel #60A blades, 
2-3/4”
- Rugged green digital camo Zytel handle
- Overall length 7-3/8”
- Ambidextrous thumb studs
- Open back for easy cleaning
- Liner-lock construction
- Removable holster clip
- Nylon holster included
- Fits all styles of Piranta Blades

With a RRP price of $54.99 the 
Piranta-Stag in Green Digital 
Camo scalpel knife is a great little 
foldable capper.

Deeper Portable Wireless Smart Fish Finder

Pro-Shooter NEW Piranta-Stag in Green Digital Camo

Deeper is a smart sonar for smartphones 
and tablets supporting Android 2.3+ and 
iOS 5.0+ operating systems.

The smart sonar works in the depths 
from 0.5 m to ~40 m (~130 feet) and 
uses Bluetooth connection to show the 
information about the fish, the river bed 
our ocean floor, water temperature and 
objects that may be of interest on the screen 
of a smartphone or a tablet.

With Deeper sonar you can go fishing 
in any weather: the device works in the 
temperatures from -10 to +40 degrees 
Celsius.  

When fishing from a boat, a coast or a 
bridge, you can observe the situation on 
the screens of your smart devices within 
50 m (160 Feet) radius.

Deeper turns on and is activated only when 
immersed in water, that way it extends its 
working time so in unfavourable conditions 
there is no need to take off your gloves or 
other protection to get a grip on small 
operational buttons.  Deeper offers great 
performance features in a super durable 
case with a built in Bluetooth antenna for 
a longer distance, rechargeable long life, 
high-capacity, Lithium Polymer battery 
and a special weather resistance battery 
protective foam. 

 
 
Ultra Portable
Easy to take anywhere.  With the 
Deeper Smart Fishfinder, you 
only need one device for any 
location and any time fishing.  
It’s completely portable, so you 
can fish places other fish finders 
can’t reach. 

From the shore, dock, kayak 
or boat.  This unique wireless 
technology will help you gather 
intelligence anywhere you go.  

Once you attach 
the Deeper 

t o  y o u r 
line, you 
will have 
instant 

information about fish, structure, depth 
and even water temperature – anywhere 
you cast.

Deeper is attached using one of the three 
fastening loops on the device. Different 
positioning of the loops allows you to 
achieve best results depending on a chosen 
way of fishing.  

Easy To Use
Run for hours on a single battery charge.  
Discover new fishing locations others miss.  
No more fishing blind while on the river 
shore.

Tie Deeper to your line.  Cast.  Then reel 
in at a slow, steady rate with your rod tip 
up.  The sonar beam will scan the area, 
transmitting data wirelessly in real time 
to your Smartphone.

This castable, easy to use fish finder sets 
the standard for others to beat.

The Deeper comes fully assembled and 
ready to use directly out of the box.
 
Deeper sonar is very compact and 
ergonomic, being only 6.5 cm in diametre 
and made in such a way that it cannot be 
damaged by water.  The sonar is resistant 
not only to water, but also to small shocks.  
The lithium polymer battery ensures about 
4 hours uninterrupted operation and is 
charged using a conventional Micro USB 
cable.

With Deeper being a new product, look for 
it in shops shortly, it is already available on 
some selected websites with a RRP of $259.
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